Smyrna High School,
the only Cambridge International
school in Rutherford County

How do students benefit from the
Cambridge Pathway?
 We prepare students for life – helping
them to develop an informed curiosity
and lasting passion for learning.
 We design programmes that stretch,
challenge and inspire students of all
abilities.
 Our programmes help students to
develop deep subject knowledge,
conceptual understanding and higher
order thinking skills.
 Our qualifications are widely recognised
by universities and employers around
the world.

What do our students study?
 We offer a wide range of subjects
 Students can choose the subjects
they love and are best at.
 We design programmes to
challenge students, and get them
excited about what they’re learning.
 Flexible programmes enable
teachers to use examples from local
contexts and cultures.

How does a Cambridge programme work?
 When we design our programmes, we start
by identifying what a student needs to
learn.
 Students have to demonstrate
understanding and the core knowledge of a
subject.
 Exams are there to recognise, reward and
encourage learning.
 Our flexible assessment structure
maximises time for teaching and learning.

How are Cambridge students
prepared for the future?
 Cambridge Pathway gives students
the skills they need for life.
 Students develop higher order
thinking skills to apply what they’ve
learned including:
 solving problems creatively
 thinking for themselves
 doing their own research and
communicating it
 working with other people on a
project they’ve designed
together.

How do Cambridge programmes help
students applying for university?

 Cambridge qualifications are
accepted and valued by
employers and universities
around the world, including MIT,
Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge.
 They are recognised as
qualifications that prepare and
equip students with the skills they
need to succeed both at
university and beyond.

How do Cambridge programmes help
students applying for university?
 Universities tell us they value
the independent research,
critical thinking skills and the
deep subject knowledge that
our qualifications bring.
 We work with these universities
when we revise our
qualifications – getting expert
advice to make sure we’re
preparing students to succeed
at university and beyond.

Effective at engaging both high and low
achieving students
Tarpon Springs HS, Pinellas School District, Florida

Cambridge Secondary replaced all
core honors courses
Cambridge Students in Magnet
Program(Implemented in 2009)
High Achieving Students (same ability
level) not in Cambridge Magnet

Pass Rate on
AP tests

Pass rate on
State Tests

SAT Avg (1600
scale)

ACT Avg
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School Wide Results (Cambridge adopted in 2011)
• 2009: DOE Oversight for Low Reading Proficiency and Learning Gains
• 2013: Top 5% in State for Reading Proficiency and Learning Gains
Tarpon Springs HS
Ethnicity: 72% White, 11% Hispanic, 11% Black
Low Income = 42%

Cambridge students are very well-prepared
for our curriculum and we find that they
have a lot of confidence, but also that they
have good deep subject knowledge, and
the ability to think critically.
Stuart Schmill, Dean of Admissions,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
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Find out how the Cambridge
Pathway can benefit your child:
cambridgeinternational.org/parents

Requirements for the Cambridge AICE Diploma

To achieve the Diploma, all learners will need to
study and pass the revised Cambridge International
AS Level Global Perspectives & Research (9239).
This skills-based course challenges learners to
think critically, analyse evidence and compare
perspectives. The learning is assessed through a
team project and presentation as well as a written
examination.

Requirements for the Cambridge AICE Diploma
There are over 50 Cambridge International AS and
A Level subjects to choose from across four subject
groups:
Group 1: Mathematics and Sciences
Group 2: Languages
Group 3: Arts and Humanities
Group 4: Interdisciplinary subjects (optional)
For the AICE Diploma, learners must achieve at
least one credit from each of Groups 1, 2 and 3. A
maximum of two credits can count from Group 4,
which is optional.

Advanced International Certificate of Education
(AICE) Diploma program
AICE Diploma

At least 1 point

Group 2: Languages
At least 1 point

Group 3: Arts and Humanities
At least 1 point

Group 4: Interdisciplinary
Skills Based Courses
Optional: Max of 2 points

Required: 1 point

Group 1:Science and Math

Core: Global Perspectives and Research

Requirements

4
Required
+
3 Choice
=
7 points

• Combines breadth
of study with choice
and flexibility
• Selection comes
from three
curriculum areas
and one Core
• Total of 7 points
required: at least
one from Groups 13; one from Core;
three from learner’s
choice
• Passing scores
(A*-E) are required
on all exams to
receive Diploma.
Each AS Level
passing score
receives 1 point)

Cambridge Courses to be
Offered at SHS 19-20
 General Paper (AS Only)
 Physical Education
 History
 (AS = Economics & Government)
 (A = Us. History)

 Spanish Language
 Further Math (Calculus)

 Course Offerings will expand each year

Cambridge Coordinator: Nicole Takayama
TakayamaN@rcschools.net
615-904-3865

Learn more!
Getting in touch with Cambridge is easy
Follow me on Twitter: @NTakayamaSHS
Follow SHS on Twitter: @Smyrna Bulldog

Email info@cambridgeinternational.org
or telephone +44 1223 553554

